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自治体関与なし 自治体承認 自治体締結者





































































a 住民間 bの1承自認治体 b2方地針区 がC締自結治者体
協 A 造事i1盟;語黒区Z)i 本主(伊A義町のc通笥}づ品り地く定 なしの
法
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づC (C a) 
長に(C形崎よb成市る1協都条)定例市 藤条協(C定例沢b市に2景よ)観る 話川長7市の4り臨ま横定ちlす 条例
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(カ(D米ペa) ナ)ント 緑建化築協協定
































































































































































































































J¥OIJ-'j ド 等 ティ活動等 件数
商 1.街路整備型 O ム ム 2件
庖 テ2.ィ策活観動重・視コ型ミユー ム 。O 20件
街
3.ソフト特化型 ム ム 。11件
4.総合環境整備型 O O O 39件
計 72件
住 1.街路整備型 O ム ム 41'牛
宅 テ2.ィ景活観動重・視コ型ミユー ム O O 51午
地
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Community Agreements: Its Theory and Practices 
N orihiro N akai本
*Department of Social Engineering， Tokyo Institute of Technology 
Comprehensive Urban Studies， No.65， 1998， pp.69-84 
“Machizukuri" agreements， or community agreements， which define agreed rules between 
interested residents， have become increasingly a popular tool for the improvements of community 
environment. The purpose of this paper is to show a framework for a theoretical analysis of 
community agreements， and by using this framework to consider the roles and status of these 
agreements in relation to normal planning controls. 
The discussion begins with the definition of community agreements， followed by an examination 
of two concepts by which the community agreement systems can be classified: the legal status and the 
public involvement. The legal status of community agreements varies， from absolute non-statutory 
to defined by municipality ordinances， or nationallaws. The degree of public involvement also shows 
a diversity， from those interpreted as purely private-private relation to those into which the 
municipality actually enters. Our analysis consequently proposes 16 categories for the classification 
of various community agreement systems. 
An empirical examination of 91 agreements reveals that various rules defined in the community 
agreements can be divided into three groups. The first group relates to the improvements of physical 
environments and can therefore be considered as interim district planning controls. The second group 
emphasizes design and landscape controls， such as advertisement controls and aesthetic controls， so 
that it can be regarded as the complementary to normal planning control. The third and last group 
mainly defines rules for the non-physical aspects of the community， such as opening hours and events 
in the case of shopping districts， or street maintenance in the case of residential areas. 
The final chapter attempts to consider the characteristics of various community agreement 
systems， by combining the theoretical framework with the results of the empirical analysis. It is 
discussed that basically the community agreements could be characterized by one of the following 
four features: formal public regulation， informal public guidance， formal private contract， and 
informal private arrangement. The paper ends with a discussion as to how these agreements can be 
effectively implemented. It is suggested that while controls by local governments based on police 
power could be effective for those agreements with formal public regulation character， to 
